
AUCTION!

$3,612.



START WITH A BANG, 

$3,612.51



START WITH A BANG, 
END WITH A CHANGE

Tell Good Stories Better

$3,612.51



Andrew Buck
Associate Creative Director

Let’s conduct an experiment.Tell Good Stories Better



Let’s conduct an experiment.



The brain is an incredible 
simulation machine.

Our minds can’t distinguish 
between imagining and 

experiencing.



7
ways to improve 
your storytelling

USE A SIMPLE STRUCTURE.

FIND STORIES.

SPARK CURIOSITY.

GET CONCRETE & DETAILED.

INJECT EMOTION.

MAKE NUMBERS COUNT.
and a half

MAKE IT EASY.

? ? ? ? ?



3 
ESSENTIAL 

STORIES

1 The Problem
Don’t assume people know. 

• Use a person/family/situation.

• Focus on details.

• 85% problem, 15% solution.



3 
ESSENTIAL 

STORIES

The Change
Get personal with it.
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• Use a classic structure.

• Include both physical and 

emotional changes.

• Show, don’t tell.



3 
ESSENTIAL 

STORIES

Your One Brag
Indulge yourself.
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• Describe the state of things 

before y’all came along.

• Readers don’t care about dates.

• All other stories will be about 

your clients or communities.  



FIND 
STORIES
Ask these questions 

at every staff 
meeting.

Whom did we turn 
away last week?

Who’s your favorite 
client?

Whom can’t you stop 
thinking about?



USE
STRUCTURE

And every day…
Until one day…
And because of that…
And because of that…
And because of that…
Until finally…
And ever since that day…

Once upon a time…



MAY I HAVE 
         2
VOLUNTEERS?

And every day…
Until one day…
And because of that…
And because of that…
And because of that…
Until finally…
And ever since that day…

Once upon a time…





Every on the Internet

• 2.4 million Snaps created

• 1 million hours of videos streamed

• $500,000 spent on Amazon

• 16 million texts sent

• 6 million searches via Google

• 14 searches on Bing



Other nonprofits aren’t your 
competition.

You’re competing with the entire 
Internet and every iota of content 
that’s more interesting than you.



SPARK 
CURIOSITY

Pose an open-ended question:
“What are you going to do about it?"

Show a baffling image.
Either alien to your audience’s 
experience or just requiring a moment 
to decode.

Create an instant mystery. 



‘STORY AT 11’



You first word or image 
must spark curiosity. 

Do not start average.





MAKE IT 
EASY

The Curse of Knowledge





What grade level does the average American read at?

8th



How you tell stories 
is at least as important
as which stories you tell.
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GET CONCRETE 
& DETAILED



TEAM VALUES

§ No drugs
§ No guns
§ No stealing
§ No earrings
§ Attend class





Concrete language 
is immune to confusion.



MAKE 
NUMBERS 
COUNT



MAKE 
NUMBERS 
COUNT



Simplify numbers.

Give them context by 
connecting them to a quantity 

people already know.



THE 4 BASIC 
EMOTIONS

MAD

SAD

GLAD

AFRAD





something already known.



something already known.



Every human behavior is 
driven by emotion.

Lean in to the emotions 
of your stories.



Finally…

Hire GREAT Writers



David Ogilvy



It is spring
    and 
I am blind.



themightygps.com

10-minute assessment to measure 
your marketing maturity:



QUESTIONS?


